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IMPORTANT EVENTS  SO FAR …… 

Gold Down Sharply on Heavy Profit Taking, Weak 
L  Li id ti  S ll St  Hit

.
Long Liquidation, Sell Stops Hit
Gold prices ended the U.S. day session sharply lower Monday, pressured by heavy profit 
taking and capitulation by weak-handed longs. The steep downdraft in prices also set off 
pre-placed sell-stop orders. The sell-off accelerated shortly after the Comex futures 
market opened in early U.S. trading, which suggests a big sell order hit the futures market 
at that time. August Comex gold was last down $30.60 at $1,307.00 an ounce. Spot gold 
was last quoted down $33.00 at $1,306.50. December Comex silver last traded down 
$   $   $0.533 at $20.99 an ounce.
The gold and silver bulls were hit hard Monday and need to recover very quickly to avoid 
near-term chart damage. Price action Tuesday and Wednesday will be extra important for 
the gold and silver markets. Rebounds in prices would suggest prices can work to 
maintain their recent uptrends. Good follow-through selling pressure would suggest near-
term price uptrends are finished and that prices could work sideways to lower in the 
coming weeks.
One ominous clue for both gold and silver  and the rest of the raw commodity sector  is One ominous clue for both gold and silver, and the rest of the raw commodity sector, is 
the recent sharp downturn in the Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (GSCI). Gold and 
silver held up well during last week’s shellacking in the general raw commodity sector, 
but the pummeling appeared to catch up with those two metals Monday.
The lack of fresh concerns about the geopolitical front also led to better risk appetite in 
the market place Monday, at the expense of safe-haven gold. However, four situations 
remain simmering on low heat on the back burner of the market place: the European 
Union sovereign debt crisis, the Iraqi civil war, the latest flare-up between Israel and 

.

Hamas, and the Russia-Ukraine tensions. Any one, or more, of these conflicts could 
quickly move to the front burner--and gold would likely see good safe-haven demand 
quickly develop.
The highlight of the trading week is likely to be testimony on U.S. monetary policy from 
Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen before the U.S. Congress on Tuesday and Wednesday.
U.S. corporate earnings reports will also be featured this week.
There was no major U.S. economic data due for release Monday.
Th  L d  P M  ld fi   $1 306 00  th  i  A M  fi i  f $1 321 25

.

The London P.M. gold fix was $1,306.00 versus the previous A.M. fixing of $1,321.25.
Technically, August gold futures prices closed nearer the session low and hit a three-week 
low Monday. Gold market bulls faded quickly today and lost their near-term technical 
advantage. The gold bulls’ next upside near-term price breakout objective is to produce a 
close above solid technical resistance at last week’s high of $1,346.80. Bears' next near-
term downside breakout price objective is closing prices below solid technical support at 
$1,300.00. First resistance is seen at $1,309.40 and then at $1,315.70. First support is 
seen at Monday’s low of $1,302.20 and then at $1,300.00seen at Monday s low of $1,302.20 and then at $1,300.00
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MCX Gold contract was down by Rs 594 or 2.14% at the time of settlement on 
Monday. The prices settled at Rs 27762 per 10 grams. The drop in the last two days 

December silver futures prices closed near the session low Monday on heavy profit taking 
and weak long liquidation  The bulls still have the slight overall near term technical 

has opened gates for fresh selling in the near future with prices expected to test Rs 
27381 per 10 grams. The RSI of 68 is also pointing towards overbought zones with 
further correction likely. The volumes in the yellow metal were at 19027 as against 
15128 a day before. The prices tested a high of Rs 28304 per 10 grams and a low of 
Rs 27726 per 10 grams in the day

and weak long liquidation. The bulls still have the slight overall near-term technical 
advantage but need to show fresh power soon to keep it. Silver bulls’ next upside price 
breakout objective is closing prices above solid technical resistance at last week’s high of 
$21.67 an ounce. The next downside price breakout objective for the bears is closing 
prices below solid technical support at $20.47. First resistance is seen at $21.25 and then 
at $21.385. Next support is seen at $20.89 and then at $20.70

December N Y  copper closed down 165 points at 325 25 cents Monday  Prices closed . December N.Y. copper closed down 165 points at 325.25 cents Monday. Prices closed 
near the session low after hitting a six-month high early on today. Profit taking was 
featured. Copper bulls still have the firm overall near-term technical advantage. Copper 
bulls' next upside breakout objective is pushing and closing prices above solid technical 
resistance at the January high of 334.40 cents. The next downside price breakout 
objective for the bears is closing prices below solid technical support at 316.50 cents. 
First resistance is seen at 327.50 cents and then at today’s high of 329.45 cents. First 
support is seen at Monday’s low of 324.75 cents and then at last week’s low of 323.30 

MCX Copper showed signs that fresh corrections in the metal is round the corner. The fall 
of last night in Copper was not formidable however coming sessions can prove challenging 
for the day trades. The prices of MCX Copper settled at Rs 433.95 per kg, down 0.60%. The 
short term trend line for Copper is set at Rs 430 per kg and a close below this level will be 
enthusing more weakness. Looking at the Fibonacci retracement channel, Copper is 
expected to correct towards Rs 427 and 421, which are its 23.6% and 38.2% zones 
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expected to correct towards Rs 427 and 421, which are its 23.6% and 38.2% zones 
respectively. Another short selling indicator for Copper is its rising wedge channel which is 
a bearish indicator

MCX Crude Oil settled at Rs 6047 per barrel, down 0.38%. The important factor to note is 
the RSI which is in an oversold zone of 34, but Crude Oil can see some more correction as 
Relative Strength Index can give false indications in the day trades. If this pressure on the 
prices continues  Crude Oil can test Rs 6000 and 5960 per barrel as the next support zones  prices continues, Crude Oil can test Rs 6000 and 5960 per barrel as the next support zones. 
On the higher side, Rs 6133 per barrel is the resistance for Crude Oil. Crude Oil is also in a 
falling wedge pattern the confirmation of which is yet to be noted. Open interest in the 
contract was at 8123 against 8545 on Monday. The broad range of Crude Oil is now at Rs 
6320 and 5960 per barrel
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S1 S2 R1 R2 STRATEGY

MCX  DAILY  TECHNICAL TABLE

S TREND TREND LL 
TREND

GOLD 27557 27352 28135 28508 BUY @ 27600 SL BEOW 
27530 T/P 27960

SILVER 44580 44280 45547 46182 SELL @ 45195 SL ABV 
45350 T/P 44550

COPPER 432.60 431.25 436.20 438.40 SELL @ 435 SL ABV 437  
T/P 430

ZINC 137.20 136.60 138.75 139.70 SELL @ 138.30 SL ABV 
138.85 T/P  136.50

LEAD 131.40 130.90 132.70 133.40 SELL @ 132.45  S/L  133 
T/P  130.50

ALUMINIU
M

115.30 114.70 116.60 117.30 SELL @ 116.25 SL ABV 
117 T/P 114

NICKEL 1150 1142 1169 1179 SELL @ 1167 SL ABV 
1175 T/P 1150

CRUDEOI
L

6024 6011 6072 6095 BUY @ 6045 SL BELOW 
6020 T/P 6100

NGAS 246.70 244.45 251.55 254 BUY @ 248.10 SL BELOW 
246.50 T/P 253  

$SPOT
GOLD

1293 1273 1320 1353 SELL @ 1316.40 SL ABV 
1321 T/P 1295

$SPOT
SILVER

20.67 20.44 21.29 21.68 SELL @ 21.06 SL ABV 
21.30 T/P 20.70

$CRUDEO
IL  NYMEX

100.35 99.80 101.33 101.76 BUY @ 100.50 SL BELOW 
100 T/P 102
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